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alchemy

 /’alkimi/

noun

 the medieval forerunner of chemistry. concerned with the     
transformation of matter, in particular with attempts to convert  
 base metals into gold or find a universal elixir.

 - a seemingly magical process of transformation, creation, or combination.

 finding the person who’s right for you requires a very subtle alchemy
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 A spectacular cut that accentuates the female form, without being overt. 
 It doesn’t cling, rather, it softly drapes. Beautifully finished with frayed 
  edge detail, 3/4 sleeves and a sexy knee height split on one side. Slightly 
 transparent, when teamed with our Essential Cotton Slip, this dress is the 
 epitome of stylish femininity.

 Size - One Size Fits Most 

dress  verb /dres/ 

 decorate (something) in an artistic or attractive way

knitted linen dress
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coat  verb 

 to cover something with a layer of substance

leather trench coat 

The traditional Leather Coat has been revolutionised! Buttery soft, 
weightless leather that has been treated to give a slightly vintage feel.  
This is an investment piece that will take you from Autumn days, through 
to Winter nights. This isn’t a coat that needs to come off when you come 
inside, it’s light enough to wear inside and out, always ensuring your outfit 
looks complete. Best news? This coat will gain even more beauty with age 
and wear, just like a fine red wine.

Size s/m & m/l
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duster coat /noun

 a woman’s long coat with wide sleeves and no buttons, popular in the mid-20th century

knitted linen duster 

Our Knitted Linen Duster is a contemporary version of a timeless style. 
Exquisite, full length knitted linen, that drapes like a dream. Details such as 
a double layered f langed lapel, elegant bell sleeves and side splits, this piece 
will become your Autumn/Winter essential.

Size - One Size Fits Most
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wrap  noun /rap/

 a loose outer garment or piece of material

knitted linen wrap/scarf 

Welcome to this clever knitted linen piece that will become your steady 
companion. Featuring an elegant button enclosure, this can be worn 
unbuttoned, as a classic wrap or neck scarf. Button it up in a myriad of 
ways, including a cowel neck top, and also a beautiful wrap top, perfect for 
evenings with our leather pants and boots or heels.

Size - One Size Fits Most
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legging noun  leg· ging\ ‘ le-gen  also ‘ la,gin\

 a covering (as of leather or cloth) for the leg

leather legging

Our Leather Leggings are medium to high waisted and designed to hug the 
body. They have just the right amount of stretch, perfectly contouring your 
shape and always keeping their form. A side zipper enclosure, and seams in 
the perfect places, these pants are a classic that will never date..Soft, buttery 
and exquisite, they are sublimely comfortable.                      

Size - s, m, l
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off-the-shoulder  adjective /ofTHe’SHolder/

 (especially of a dress or blouse) not covering the shoulders

off shoulder top

Our knitted linen off shoulder top is glamorous and sublimely comfortable. 
With a double layered elasticised lapel circling the shoulder circumference 
and beautiful extended sleeves, this top looks amazing with our leather 
leggings for show stopping elegance, or team back with your favourite pair 
of firm fitting jeans. This will turn heads.

Size - One Size Fits Most
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v-neck  noun /vi:nek/

 a kneckline having straight sides meeting at a point to form a V shape

long sleeve v-neck top

Our knitted linen long sleeve top is so versatile. A f lattering V neck front 
and back, it shows just enough decolletage to be beautifully feminine. With 
frayed detail on the hem lines, this top looks fabulous over our leather 
leggings or jeans, yet elegant and light weight enough to be tucked into our 
classic tailored linen pants for a fresh Autumn/Winter outing.

Size - One Size Fits Most
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pocket  noun /pokit/

  a small bag that forms part of a piece of clothing and is used for holding small objects

pocket top

The perfect length to compliment our leather leggings, this beautiful knitted 
linen top features two front pockets, cuffed 3/4 sleeves and side splits for 
easy wear comfort. Beautiful frayed hem detail finishes it off perfectly.

Size - One Size Fits Most
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camisole  noun /kaem-e,soul/

  a light piece of woman’s underwear for the top half of the body, with thin straps that go  
 over the shoulder

cotton cami & slip
 
Our cotton camisole and slip are made from the softest skin tone cotton, 
ideal for wearing underneath your favourite light coloured garments when a 
little coverage is required. Absolutely weightless, it won’t cling or add bulk.

Size - s/m & m/l
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essential  noun  /I’sent(e)l/

 a thing that is absolutely necessary

essential leather handbag    
With clean, contemporary lines and made from the softest leather, this bag is 
the perfect everyday essential. With two zipper openings, compartmentalise 
and organise your belongings with precision. Wear over shoulder, across body 
or as a chic clutch (the adjustable strap is removable). Elevate the look with 
our handmade leather tassel (sold separately), that also doubles as a stylish 
key holder. Complete with black dust bag for storage, you won’t know how 
you survived without it! 

Size – Bag 27x19.5cm, Adjustable Strap 148cm 
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